PILOT GUIDES

PILOTS GUIDE TO CALIFORNIA AIRPORTS - Pilot's Guide to California Airports may be the most helpful airport directory available. It contains very complete information on airports and their areas, and includes aerial photos of "tower" airports, with outstanding illustrations of each area. Comes in a 3-ring binder. Measures 6"x9". Revised three times a year. P/N 8853..................$41.50

PILOT'S GUIDE TO S. WESTERN AIRPORTS - A complete guide with airport diagrams, aerial photographs, businesses, services, lodging, points of interest and much more for tower and uncontrolled airports in AZ, CO, NV, NM, and UT. An excellent guide for all pilots flying in the Southwest. Revised 3 times a year. P/N 8646..................$41.50

PILOT'S GUIDE TO N.WESTERN AIRPORTS - Pilot's Guide features all public-use airports in Idaho, Montana, Oregon, Washington and Wyoming. 5 pages for each tower airport include an airport photo, a fold-out approach map showing VFR reporting points, airspace, and terrain features, and a detailed airport surface map. Non-tower airports receive a half page with similar comprehensive detail. The Northwest Guide has more than 400 pages with over 800 photographs, maps and diagrams. 5.5" x 8.5" pages, 7.5"x9"x1.75" green vinyl binder. Price includes first year of revision service. Revised 3 times a year. P/N 13-00648.....................$49.75

PILOT GUIDE NYLON CASES

Here’s the perfect way to keep all your important flying aids together in one place: charts, plotter, pens, pencils, notes, and of course - Pilot's Guides protected in a durable nylon binder with a zipper closure all the way around. A handy pull strap makes it easy to grasp the zipper. Color-pulled straps are available to identify which Pilot Guide is inside: blue for California, green for Northwest or orange for Southwest. Attractive and durable ballistic nylon cover slips easily into a jacket pocket. Its high-quality paper provides maximum clarity for the books 250 maps & photos. Never run out. Save time and fill out your name & address, etc. before making copies. P/N 13-01028 ............... $38.95

PILOT GUIDE PLASTIC INDEX TABS

Each set has five tabs, every one a different color. The tabs fit Pilot's Guide to California Airports, Pilot's Guide to Southwestern Airports, and also Jeppesen Airway Manuals. They fit into your Pilot's Guide without needing to open the rings. P/N 13-04970.............$5.75

PILOT GUIDE VFR CHART RULER

Features scales for Sectionals, WACs and Terminal Area Charts. See through the ruler to local important points along your route. VFR cruising altitudes (Hemispheric Rule) and conversion tables for Nautical to Statue miles and Celsius to Fahrenheit temperatures. 9 3/8" x 2" clear plastic. Scales: Terminal Area: 30mi, Sectional: 60mi, WAC: 120mi. P/N 13-04971...............$5.75

FLYER'S RECREATION GUIDES

Contains descriptions of Western America's most exciting sites, all within convenient access of landing strips. Included are tips and current costs for transportation, lodging, restaurants, hiking, fishing, swimming, evening entertainment, and more. The Guide tells how to find trailheads, hot springs, raft trips, and items of interest. Airport information is included to help pilots determine if their aircraft and skills are compatible with the destination. This compact, perfect-bound 352-page book has rounded corners & slips easily into a jacket pocket. Its high-quality paper provides maximum clarity for the the books 250 maps & photos. P/N 13-17590 ..................$20.95

PILOT'S GUIDE TO MEXICO

The industry's original directory for connecting flight planners to aviation service providers for over 25 years. This annual publication provides airport, FBO, ground transportation, charter, caterer, handler and maintenance listings for the United States, Canada, Mexico and the Caribbean. First complied by Baja Bush Pilot founder Arnold Senterfitt. Airports of Mexico is based on hundreds of hours of flying throughout Mexico. Rewritten by Jack McCormick, this new 20th edition includes both Baja and mainland Mexico, features over 1100 airports/airport strips, all seaports and heliports, border crossing information, all international airports, information on flying in Mexico, discounts on hotels, Mexican insurance, group trips and fees. Over 150 airports are fully diagrammed and are listed alphabetically. All in a convenient light weight, smaller, snap-ring binder designed for easy use in the cockpit. A must for every pilot flying trips to Mexico. P/N 13-01028..................$38.95

PILOT'S GUIDE TO SOUTH AMERICA

Now in its 6th edition, Caribbean Sky Tours has released its 2013-2015 Pilot's Guide to Mexico and Central America. Printed in full color, the 2013-2015 Pilot's Guide has almost twice as many airports including destination photos and verified airport information with airport pictures and sketches as well as important telephone contact information. The Pilot Guide's "Procedures" section has been expanded to include procedures for each country with what you need to know to enter, fly within, depart or over-fly each country. When you purchase a 2013-2015 Pilot Guide, you also receive a free 1 year membership to the Caribbean Sky Tours Member Website which provides access to fuel prices, procedures, forms, charts, weather and more. More countries, more airports, more information, free membership! P/N 13-07452..................$59.95

AIRPORTS OF MEXICO

First complied by Baja Bush Pilot founder Arnold Senterfitt. Airports of Mexico is based on hundreds of hours of flying throughout Mexico. Rewritten by Jack McCormick, this new 20th edition includes both Baja and mainland Mexico, features over 1100 airports/airport strips, all seaports and heliports, border crossing information, all international airports, information on flying in Mexico, discounts on hotels, Mexican insurance, group trips and fees. Over 150 airports are fully diagrammed and are listed alphabetically. All in a convenient light weight, smaller, snap-ring binder designed for easy use in the cockpit. A must for every pilot flying trips to Mexico. P/N 13-01028..................$38.95